
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

Monty presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

A former Royal Marines officer who worked for Nelson Mandela on the peace
process in South Africa, he le  the services in 1996 to pursue a career in leading
expedi ons. Having achieved a First Class Honours degree in marine biology over
the next decade, he circumnavigated the globe four mes on various projects,
leading mul -na onal teams in some of the most demanding environments on
earth. Monty's television career spans over 8 years and includes the BBC's Great
Escape series where he lived on the west coast of Scotland, the Outer Hebrides
and west coast of Ireland, as well as the BBC's Natural History Unit series Great
Barrier Reef and most recently The Fisherman's Appren ce. Monty writes a
weekly column for the Daily Mail and Outdoor Fitness magazine and is also a
regular contributor for various specialist dive monthly's. In 2002 he was awarded
the Bish Medal by the Scien fic Explora on Society for his services to
explora on.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Based on his experiences, the predominant themes are the adventures and
mishaps of the individuals and groups he has worked with, allowing per nent
team building and leadership messages to be incorporated through outstanding
storytelling.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Monty has established a reputa on as one of the most entertaining and through-
provoking speakers in the UK. His presenta ons are a different experience from
the standard leadership or team building presenta on, something genuinely
thought provoking, relevant, yet hugely entertaining.

Monty Halls is an author, expedi on leader, mo va onal coach, biologist, television presenter, company director and filmmaker.
A er five solid years on the road filming series for BBC2, and a er the success of Fisherman's Appren ce in early 2012, Monty
se led in Dartmouth, Devon to set up his own eco-tourism business.

Monty Halls
Adventurer, Film-maker & TV Presenter

"A very versa le speaker, the New Cousteau"

Maintaining the Aim in a Changing
Environment
Effective Communication
Getting it Wonderfully Right, and
Hideously Wrong
Beyond the Horizon
Uncharted Territories
The Human Animal

2022 Commando: The Inside Story
of Britain's Royal Marines

2012 The Fisherman's Apprentice
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